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Background: A stroke occurs when a blood vessel that carries oxygen 

and nutrients to the brain either bursts, ruptures or is blocked by a clot. 

As a result, the brain cannot get the blood and oxygen it needs and 

pieces  of the brain die. Stroke Risk Factors though some stroke risk 

factors are uncontrollable, such as age and race, other risk factors are 

controllable For example, hypertension,  smoking. This case-control 

study Focus on the role lipid wich involved serum cholesterol ,serum 

triglyceride ,serum hight density lipoprotein ,serum low density   

lipoprotein 

Aims and objectives: 1. To know several reasons and risk factors lead 

to developing trokes. 

2.Are  lipid profile changes  thought to be a risk factor in theoccurrence 

of stroke.  

Patients and methods: This study is a cross sectional  study conducted 

in the Neurology department of Rhizgary teaching hospital in Erbil city 

in Iraqi Kurdistan from November 2015- September, 2016 comprised 

90 patients (50) males and (40) females were diagnosed on the basis of 

clinical to have strock to see the relation different components of serum 

lipids and ischemic stroke. 

Healthy control (HC) group: fourty healthy individuals comprised of 

10 males and 30 females (mean age of total 40 healthy control was 

35.5±5.6 years) had been chosen from hospital medical staff, who have 

no history or clinical evidence of stroke or any chronic disease, they 

were age and sex matched their ages ranged from 27 to 55 years. 

Result: Result showed that ischemic stroke was more common after 

the age of 50 years with mean age of (56.428± 12.499) years. Male 

suffered more than female from ischemic stroke (M:F=3:1). 

Hypertension and diabetes mellitus (DM) were found to be highly 

significant risk factors for ischemic stroke (P<0.01). High level of both 

serum triglyceride ,low density lipoprotein (LDL) showed highly 

significant (p<0.01). Inaddition, low level of high density lipoprotein 

(HDL) appeared as a highly significant risk factor (p<0.01) In contrast 

to  cholesterol  level on showed no significant effect on ischemic stroke 

(p>0.05). 

Conclusions: We could be concluded that TG,HDL LDL, cholesterol  

levels can be considered as a risk factor for both ischemic cerebral and  
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stroke events. The main risk factor for stroke is high blood pressure. In 

addition, diabetes mellitus. 
                  Copy Right, IJAR, 2017,. All rights reserved. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….... 

Introduction:- 
Stroke is when poor blood flow to the brain results in cell death. There are two main types of stroke ischemic, due to 

lack of blood flow, and hemorrhagic, due to bleeding. They result in part of the brain not functioning properly[1]. 

Signs and symptoms of a stroke may include an inability to move or feel on one side of the body, problems 

understanding or speaking, feeling like the world is spinning, or loss of vision to one side.[2][3]The main 

predisposing  factor for stroke is high blood pressure.[4] In addition cigarette  smoking, diabetes mellitus obesity, 

increase blood cholesterol, and atrial fibrillation.[2][4]Diagnosis is depend   on imaging  for example a CT scan or 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan Beside  clinical  findings . I n addition blood tests [5]. 

 

Dyslipidemia is a potent predictor of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in diabetic patients. Diabetes mellitus is 

a common metabolic disorder characterized by absolute or relative deficiencies in insulin secretion and/or insulin 

action associated with chronic hyperglycemia and disturbances of carbohydrate, lipid and protein metabolism [6] 

Research findings show that mainly body fat is responsible for increase in prevalence of this disease among the body 

composition components [7] The term diabetic dyslipidemia comprises a triad of raised triglycerides, reduced high 

density lipoprotein (HDL) and excess of small, dense low density lipoprotein (LDL) particles. The lipid 

abnormalities are prevalent in diabetes mellitus because insulin resistance or deficiency affects key enzymes and 

pathways in lipid metabolism [8] Micro-vascular and macro-vascular complications, including cardiovascular 

disease (CVD), retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy, occur due to chronic uncontrolled hyperglycemia in 

diabetics [9, ]. It has been proposed that the composition of lipid particles in diabetic dyslipidemia is more 

atherogenic than other types of dyslipidemia [10] 

 

Materials and Methods:- 
Patients group This study is a cross sectional  study conducted in the Neurology department of Rhizgary teaching 

hospital in Erbil city in Iraqi Kurdistan from November 2015 September 2016 comprised 90 patients (50) males and 

(40) females The mean age of total 90 patients was (56.428±12.499) and their ages ranged from 40-72 years,The 

patient  were diagnosed on the basis of clinical to have strock to see the relation different components of serum 

lipids and ischemic stroke. Patients were subjected for a questionnaire on the disease manifestation, and their 

medical histories reviewed for clinical features and previous serological findings after verbal acceptance from each 

one to participate in research but with out mension any private information  . The majority of patients were under 

regular treatment of either one or more drugs including.antiplatelet,antihyperlipidemic drug, oral hypoglycemic 

agents. 

 

Healthy group :Fourty healthy individuals comprised of 10 males and 30 females (mean age of total 40 healthy 

control was 35.5±5.6 years), had been chosen from hospital medical staff, who have no history or clinical evidence 

of stroke or any chronic disease, they were age and sex matched their ages ranged from 27 to 55 years, exclusion 

criteria wich included young patients. 

 

Recommended ranges:- 

In 2002, the National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) Adult Treatment Panel III provided the guidelines for 

evaluating lipid levels[11] 

 

LDL  

Optimal: Less than 100 mg/dL (2.59 mmol/L); for those with known disease (ASCVD or diabetes), less than 70 

mg/dL (1.81 mmol/L) is optimal  

Total Cholesterol 

Desirable: Less than 200 mg/dL (5.18 mmol/L)  

 

HDL 

Low level, increased risk: Less than 40 mg/dL (1.0 mmol/L) for men and less than 50 mg/dL (1.3 mmol/L) for 

women .Average level, average risk: 40-50 mg/dL (1.0-1.3 mmol/L) for men and between 50-59 mg/dl (1.3-1.5 

mmol/L) for women .High level, less than average risk: 60 mg/dL (1.55 mmol/L) or higher for both men and women 
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Fasting Triglycerides:- 

Desirable: Less than 150 mg/dL (1.70 mmol/L).Borderline high: 150-199 mg/dL(1.7-2.2 mmol/L) .High: 200-499 

mg/dL (2.3-5.6 mmol/L)  

 

Test Principle Enzymatic methods 

It is an enzymatic analysis (which is widely used in medical laboratories) the color reaction is preceded by a reaction 

catalyzed by an enzymeand it is quantitative determination of Cholesterol (CHOD-PAP method). 

Triglycerides (GPO-PAP method). 

Cholesterol CHOD PAP Method. 

 

Copper (Cu++) Oxidized Human Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL)  

High density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol measurements are performed after the separation of HDL from the rest 

of serum lipoproteins. This can be accomplished by ultracentrifugation at 1.063 kg/L (18 hrs, 10° C., at 40,000 rpm) 

 

Results:- 
The mean age of total 90 patients was (56.428±12.499) and their ages ranged from 40-72 years 

 This study shows that The number of male(M) suffered from stroke is more than  female (F)and the proportion was  

(M:F=3:1) 

 

Fig1:- The number of male suffered from stroke is more than  female (M:F=3:1) 

                               
                                

The majorty of the patients suffer from Hypertension and DM.,in addition many patients suffer from both  

 

Tab 2:- Hight  relation between the occurrence of stroke  with    hypertension and  DM 

    

High level of both serum triglyceride ,low density lipoprotein (LDL) showed highly significant (p<0.01). In 

addition, low level of high density lipoprotein (HDL) appeared as a highly significant risk factor (p<0.01). In 

contrast to  cholesterol  level on showed no significant effect on ischemic stroke (p>0.05). 

 

Table(3) the relation between the occurrence of stroke and serum lipids components 

 

 The number of Patients=90  The number of 

Normal group=40 

T. Test P value 

Serum component mean±sd mean±sd 

HDL 53.598± 15.057 56.428±11.07  0.0008 P<0.01 

LDL 92.727± 37.656 76±12.38278375    0.0009 P<0.01 

cholesterol  142±47.596 158.571±8.997     0.639 p>0.05 

Triglyceride(male,female)     

Male=50 160.6176±57.318 70±15   0.0002  

Female=40 157.166±26.472 60±10.67187373     0.0001  

P<0.01 Highly significant;p>0.05Nonsignificant 

 

Discussion:- 
Stroke makes a principle  role in  morbidity and mortality and is one of the important  causes of death worldwide. 

There are various reasons and risk factors have action  on the  developing strokes. 

 

In the conducted study, we compared the data on the lipid profile of the patients with  stroke and the  normal control 

group. Findings showed the number of male suffered from stroke is more than  female (M:F=3:1)As well, stroke is 

male female

Total number of 

patients 

Number of Patients with History 

ofHypertension 

Number of Patients with History of D.M 

 

=90  80(90%)       72(80%) 
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more common among men, but women are more severely ill. Male sex may be a stronger risk factor for stroke than 

previously stated.[12]. In addition ahigh  relation between the occurrence of strokes  with    hypertension and  DM, 

stroke patients were first diagnosed as hypertensive at presentation with stroke [13].There has been a significant 

increase in obesity rates worldwide with the corresponding surge in diabetes. Diabetes causes various microvascular 

and macrovascular changes often culminating in major clinical complications, [14] 

 

 A highly significant relation between lipid profile and the occurrence of the ischemic stroke.  . Lipid profile changes 

are might  be a risk factor in the developig of stroke. On the other hand, stroke itself is also associated with changes 

in the lipid levels probably because of the accompanying stress and   increase production of catecholamine that 

occurs during an acute stroke. [15]. 

 

 cholesterol, however, was not reported to have a considerable role in the development of ischemic stroke. As well 

as in the other study there was absence of any detectable association between cholesterol and stroke [16] this can  be 

justify by the effect of drug that are used by the patient. 

 

Triglyceride  was an    important predisposing factors for stroke, while another study showed that no role for TG in 

the ischemic strokes .LDL was considered as a predictor of hemorrhagic stroke, as well, It is  reported that increased 

LDL levels are associated with higher risk of developing ischemic stroke.  [17,18] , low level of high density 

lipoprotein (HDL)as well as . Denti et al reported that low HDL-C levels were associated with higher stroke risk 

[19]. 

 

Conclusion:- 
Concluded that TG,HDL LDL, cholesterol  levels chang  can be considered as a risk factor for both ischemic 

cerebral and stroke events.as well the main risk factor for stroke is high blood pressure and diabetes mellitus 
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